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Author’s response to reviews:

05 August 2019

To
The Editor
BMC Nutrition

Dear Sir/Madam,

Re: Resubmission of the manuscript ID NUTN-D-19-00001R4 titled, ‘Socio-demographic and Facility-Based Determinants of Perceived Quality of Nutrition Services of Pregnant and Lactating Adolescent Girls in Trans-Mara East Sub-County, Narok County, Kenya’

We thank the editorial team for providing useful comments that has aided in the improvement of the manuscript. We hereby provide point-by-point responses to the Editor’s comments. In addition, we have attached the manuscript with the changed areas highlighted in red. It is our pleasure to re-submit the manuscript for consideration in BMC Nutrition.

Technical Comments:

Editor Comments:

Comment: Please go through the manuscript - abstract through conclusions and the tables - and make sure that all of the decimal places used are the same. For percentages, I suggest rounding to a whole number. For the ORs and 95% CIs I suggest using 2 significant figures or 2 decimal places. This goes for p-values as well. I suggest doing 2 decimal places unless the value is smaller. Please go through the entire manuscript and make sure this is carefully done. Then the manuscript will be accepted.

Response: We have gone through the manuscript and adjusted all the areas suggested. Since most of the p-values are very low, adjusting them to 2 decimal places would give them no meaning, so we decided to maintain them as they are.

We look forward to the publication of the manuscript in BMC Nutrition journal.

Sincerely,

Prof. Collins Ouma